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ABSTRACT
Shape-from-Silhouette (SFS) is a technique for estimating the shape of an object from images of its
silhouette. It is a simple but effective technique for obtaining a three-dimensional (3D) model of an
object by using two-dimensional (2D) images of the object in different views. The inherent prob-
lem with this method is visual features or irregularities, such as sharp edges, corners, and artifacts.
These affect not only the outline shape of a model, but also the accuracy of texture mapping, which
is essential for creating a 3D color model. The objective of this study is to propose a quality improve-
ment method to address the aforementioned problems for the SFS method. The proposed quality
improvement method is a multiple-step iteration procedure combining a re-meshing process and a
mesh smoothing process to remove virtual features and artifacts on the original model, while pre-
serving the image silhouettes and the smoothness of the model. Two algorithms based on regular
and irregular meshes, respectively, are described and compared. Several examples are presented to
verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Shape-from-Silhouette (SFS) [1–3] is a technique for esti-
mating the shape of an object from images of its silhou-
ette. It is a simple but effective technique for obtaining
a three-dimensional (3D) model of an object by using
two-dimensional (2D) images of the object in different
views. One of its applications is product presentation
in e-commerce, in which a 3D model combined with
the object’s texture, hereafter called a 3D color model, is
presented to replace traditional 3D visualization. In 3D
visualization,multiple 2D images showing different view-
ing angles are integrated and a 2D image at a given angle
can be displayed via a viewing interface.However, the ori-
entation process is not fluent owing to the limited angles
recorded. A 3D color model can be displayed alone via a
browser or combined with 3D visualization to alternately
display the 3D model and 2D images. The generation of
a suitable 3D model from images of multiple views is a
prerequisite for achieving the aforementioned tasks. Two
main issues are concerned regarding the construction of
this type of 3D model. First, as this model is targeted
at e-commerce applications, the feasibility of real-time
operation on awebsite is the primary concern. That is, the
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data size should be limited to be suitable with web visual-
ization. Second, as only silhouette data ofmultiple images
are used for 3D modelling, the quality of this model for
texture mapping should also be studied.

Approaches to generating 3D models from multiple
images can be classified into two groups: shape-from-
photoconsistency (SFP) and SFS. SFP approaches attempt
to generate the complex shape of an object by utiliz-
ing both texture and silhouette information from mul-
tiple images, and include the space carving method [8],
snakes technique [5], level-sets technique [7], graph cuts
optimization [6], [16], and visual hull refinement [10].
The basic concept of these approaches is to generate
photo-consistent models that minimize some measure
of the discrepancy between the different image projec-
tions of their surface points. However, SFP methods
are mainly suitable for artificial sculptures with hand-
made surface scragginess rather than machine-shaped
products with smooth surfaces. In addition, factors such
as homogeneousness and noise in color, inaccuracy in
camera calibration, and non-Lambertian surfaces often
cause instabilities in this technique when processing real
images.
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The SFS approach is conventional and has been stud-
ied extensively. It is based on a visual hull concept, in
which the object geometry is reconstructed using the
intersection of multiple sets of infinite polygons from
silhouettes of 2D images of different views. The SFS
approach is good to e-commerce applications because the
entire process, including image taken, 3D modeling and
texture mapping, can be integrated and carried out auto-
matically. The data size on the 3D model can also be
controlled by adjusting the number of silhouette points
on each image. Although other 3D scanners and recon-
struction methods are quite popular on the market, they
are not suitable for e-commerce because of the following
reasons: (1) the dense data points on the model restrict
its use on web visualization, (2) some of the devices can-
not provide the object’s images, which are required for
reconstructing the 3D color model of an object, and (3)
the entire process is usually not fully automatic. How-
ever, the basic problem with the traditional SFS method
in terms of the visual hull is that hidden concavities on the
object surface cannot be resolved, and so the generated
3D model is not satisfactory. That is, the 3D model may
have visual features or irregularities, such as sharp edges,
corners, and artifacts, which do not actually exist on the
object. Concavities on the object are usually formed as
convex shapes on the model because they are invisible on
image silhouettes. On the other hand, an object may have
sharp features that should be maintained on the model.
However, it is very difficult to distinguish virtual features
from real object features on the model, and hence the
removal of virtual features becomes difficult.

Mulayim et al. [13] investigated a 3D reconstruc-
tion method based on the SFS concept. Yemez et al.
[17] proposed a method based on mesh deformation
to obtain computationally efficient shapes using the sil-
houette method. Matusik et al. [12] computed an exact
polyhedral representation of the visual hull directly from
silhouettes. This method was well-suited to rendering
with graphic hardware and could be computed very
quickly because the computation was performed during
the creation of the visual hull. Niem et al. [14] pro-
posed a method for fast traversal of the layers of the
projected cones and retrieval of the viewing edges that
lie on the surface of the visual hull, achieving a real-time
fully reconstructed model. However, the algorithm for
obtaining 3D points from the visual hull is not accurate
enough. In fact, none of the available methods in the lit-
erature address the aforementioned problems with SFS
methods.

The objective of this study is to propose a quality
improvement method to address the inherent problems
of a 3D model generated by an SFS approach. As dis-
cussed, visual features and irregularities often occur on

SFS models. The existence of sharp edges, corners, and
artifacts affects not only the outline shape of a model,
but also the accuracy of texture mapping, which is essen-
tial for creating a 3D color model. The proposed quality
improvement method is a multiple-step iteration pro-
cedure combining a re-meshing process and a mesh
smoothing process to remove virtual features and arti-
facts on the original model, while preserving the image
silhouettes and the smoothness of the model. Two algo-
rithms based on regular and irregular meshes, respec-
tively, are described here and compared. Several examples
are presented to verify the feasibility of the proposed
algorithms.

2. Overall method

Wewill first describe amethod for generating a 3Dmodel
based on the SFS approach because it is related to the
approach used to improve the original model. To gener-
ate a 3D model from the silhouettes of multiple images,
the exact polyhedral visual hulls (EPVH) method [12]
is employed, in which an octree structure is established
to subdivide the volume wherever needed, and a poly-
hedral intersection algorithm is developed to precisely
compute all surface points. All surface points are exactly
at the intersection of the polyhedral planes that form the
visual hull. The topological relationships of the intersec-
tion points and their contributing polygons are recorded
for mesh generation.

Figure 1 schematically illustrates an overall flowchart
of the proposed 3D model construction method. A cal-
ibration mat and the object are separately placed on a
turntable and a set of images is captured for each of
them, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The
number of images for both sets of images should be
equal, typically either 16 or 32. A calibration algorithm
[11] is employed to determine the camera parameters,
e.g., viewing direction, camera position, aspect ratio, and
focus. The camera parameters are used to obtain the rela-
tionship of a local coordinate on each object image and
the 3D coordinates and to transform all object images
onto the 3D coordinates. The silhouette of each object
image is then obtained and recorded as points and line
contours. Each silhouette is originally represented by a
series of pixels that form single or multiple contours.
Multiple contours appear when at least one inner loop
exists on the image. As the density of the pixels on
each contour is still too high, a chord length method is
employed to reduce the number of points on each con-
tour, which yields silhouette points [11]. Every line on
a contour can form a polygon and a set of polygons is
created with respect to one object image. All polygons
from various object images are then used to evaluate the
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Figure 1. Overall flowchart of the proposedmethod for 3Dmodel generation frommultiple images: (a) calibrationmat andmat images,
(b) object and silhouette images, (c) 3Dobject surface points, (d) triangularmeshes of the object, (e) themodel after quality improvement
with irregular mesh, and (f ) the model after quality improvement with regular mesh.

intersection points (Fig. 1(c)), which are points on the
object surface.

A triangulation method is then used to convert 3D
points into triangular meshes (Fig. 1(d)). The mesh qual-
ity is very poor because the aforementioned problems
with the SFS method all appear on this model. The
proposed quality improvement method is then imple-
mented. The main purpose is to eliminate sharp edges,
corners, and artifacts, while preserving real object fea-
tures on the model. It is a challenging issue because all
virtual features and real object features appear simul-
taneously. Two quality improvement algorithms are
employed, one based on irregular meshes and the other
based on regular meshes. In the former, the original
meshes are subdivided locally in terms of some criteria; in
the latter, all meshes are subdivided uniformly. The tech-
niques presented below mainly focus on the algorithm
of irregular meshes, which can be modified to become
the algorithm of regular meshes. The differences between
both algorithms are explained. Figures 1(e) and 1(f)
show the modified model after the quality improvement

using the algorithms of irregular and regular meshes,
respectively.

3. 3Dmesh generation

Figure 2 depicts a flowchart of the calculation of 3D inter-
section points from silhouettes of multiple images. The
input data includes the camera point, viewing direction,
up direction, and silhouette data associated with each
object image. Next, a polyhedron for an object image is
generated using the silhouette points of the correspond-
ing image. A polygon is created in terms of the per-
spective projection by combining the camera point and
two neighboring silhouette points, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Thus, a point and line on the 2D image represent an edge
and polygon, respectively, on the 3D domain, as shown
in Fig. 3(b). All polygons from the entire silhouette on
an object image form a polyhedron. A set of polyhedra
can be obtained for all object images. Using these poly-
hedra, the first volume that encloses the target object is
computed.
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Figure 2. Flowchart for calculating 3D points frommultiple sets of silhouette data.

Figure 3. Terms used in this study: (a) a polygon is generated from a camera point and two neighboring silhouette points, and (b) a
point and line on the 2D image represent an edge and polygon, respectively, on the 3D domain.

Subsequently, an octree structure is established to sub-
divide the volume and the number of polygons inside
each sub-volume is checked. As Fig. 4 depicts, the volume
is subdivided into eight sub-volumes and all sub-volumes
are put on a stack. Each of the sub-volumes on the stack
is checked in sequence. A sub-volume is projected onto
all object images. If a line (Fig. 3(b)) on an image sil-
houette is inside or intersects the outer contour of the
projected sub-volume, then a polygon is inside this sub-
volume. This test is performed for all image silhouettes
and the number of polygons inside this sub-volume is
counted. If it is less than 3, this sub-volume is deleted;
if it is larger than 3, this sub-volume is put on a stack and
checked again later; if it is equal to 3, a 3D intersection

point is computed using those three polygons. Each 3D
intersection point is evaluated based on two conditions
(Fig. 5): (1) case A: three polygons are from three differ-
ent images and (2) case B: two of the connected polygons
are from one image, and the third polygon is from the
other image. The topological relationships of the poly-
gons and 3D intersection points are recorded, including
indices of the polygons contributing to each intersection
point and indices of the points lying on each polygon.
With this kind of topological data, 3D triangular meshes
can be generated in a systematic manner. The flowchart
of this process is shown in Fig. 2. A tiny volume is defined
to terminate the subdivision.When the length d of a sub-
volume is less than ds, the length of the tiny volume,
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Figure 4. Volume subdivision and projection of each volume: (a) volume subdivision in accordance with an octree structure, and (b) the
projection of each volume onto each image plane for checking the status of the volume.

Figure 5. Calculated 3D point: (a) Case A, and (b) Case B.

the subdivision is terminated. If a sub-volume is larger
than the tiny volume, it is projected and the point and
line intersects are counted for every view. If not, the sub-
volume is projected and only line intersect is counted
for every view, as shown in Fig. 2. Here ds is 0.2 mm.
A detailed description of the generation of 3D points is
provided in Phothong et al. [15].

All 3D points generated by the intersection of all
polyhedra are essentially located on plane polygons
(Fig. 6(a)). A set of 3D points lying on the boundary
of a plane polygon can be triangulated to form planar
triangular meshes. The combination of all planar trian-
gular meshes from all polygons represents 3D meshes
of the object. The 3D points on each plane polygon are
irregularly distributed in the previous step, and should
be arranged counterclockwise. Consider a plane polygon
S1 as in Fig. 6(a) with points P1 to P7 on its boundary.
Starting from P1, all polygons that contribute to P1 are
selected (S2 and S3). The points that share the same pair
of polygons, namely S1 and S2, and S1 and S3, respectively,

are then selected, which are P7 and P2 in Fig. 6(a). The
point which can yield a counterclockwise direction is
chosen as the next point, namely P2 in Fig. 6(a). This pro-
cedure is repeated for all points on S1 until it finally yields
a set of 3D points arranged in a counterclockwise direc-
tion. Once a polygon is complete, the procedure shifts to
the next polygon. This process stops when all polygons
have been processed.

Two algorithms are employed to generate triangular
meshes from a sequence of 3D points on the bound-
ary of a polygon. For the algorithm of irregular meshes,
each set of 3D points on a surface polygon can be con-
nected directly to form triangular meshes. As the points
only lie on the boundary of a polygon, this can easily
result in poor triangles, such as long and narrow trian-
gles, as shown in Fig. 6(b). This triangulation algorithm
is straightforward and is not explained here. For the
algorithm of regular meshes, the original meshes should
be as regular as possible. Therefore, a vertex insertion
algorithm is employed for triangulation, as shown in
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Figure 6. 3D points distributed on the boundary of each polygonal patch: (a) polygonal object, (b) triangulating a patch of irregular
meshes, and (c) triangulating a patch of regular meshes.

Fig. 6(c). In this triangulation algorithm, all edges are
subdivided into similar lengths and new vertices are
inserted to create faces as close to regular triangles as
possible. As Fig. 6(c) depicts, a maximum length d is
specified to equally divide each boundary edge into seg-
ments, which can yield a set of boundary vertices with
similar length between every two neighboring vertices.
By using this set of boundary vertices, triangular meshes
can be generated layer by layer from the boundary con-
tour toward the inside [9]. Long and narrow triangles can
be significantly reduced as both the mesh size and angles
of each triangle can be controlled. Finally, all triangular
meshes are integrated and saved as a triangular model,
representing the original 3Dmodel from the SFSmethod.

4. Quality improvement of 3Dmeshes

As discussed, the quality of the original 3D model must
be further improved before it can be used for texture
mapping. All 3D points are generated from silhouettes of
2D images. As all images are captured with a single-lens
reflex camera in a controlled environment, the noise on
the silhouettes can be neglected [11]. The primary error
on the 3D model comes from the limitation of the visual
hull method. As the original 3D model only represents
the convex hull of an object, virtual features, such as sharp
edges, corners, and artifacts exist all over themodel. Arti-
facts usually appear as convex shapes near concavities of
an object or regions which are invisible on images. The
size of an artifact is often large enough to distort the
outline shape of the object. On the other hand, virtual
sharp edges and corners appear frequently on the original
model because of the shape created by convex hulls. Con-
ventional mesh smoothing or noise suppressingmethods
are invalid here because they cannot distinguish virtual
features from real object features, and may remove both
of them together.

To eliminate virtual features while preserving real
object features on the original 3D model, a quality
improvement method is proposed for upgrading each
vertex iteratively by simultaneously enforcing a silhou-
ette consistency force and a smoothing driving force.
The silhouette consistency force is to maintain the sil-
houette consistency between the projected boundary of
3D meshes on each image plane and the correspond-
ing image silhouette. The smoothing driving force is to
smooth virtual features and artifacts. However, these two
driving forces are conflicting in nature. When the sil-
houette consistency force is stronger, the silhouette con-
sistency improves, but virtual features and artifacts may
remain significant. In contrast, when the smoothing driv-
ing force is stronger, the model can become smoother,
but the silhouette consistencymay becomeworse. On the
other hand, the mesh size has an important influence on
both driving forces. The mesh size should be kept rela-
tively small near real object features and relatively large
near flat regions. In this way, the effect of the silhouette
consistency force can be restricted to regions near the
projected boundary, while the effect of the smoothing
driving force can be enhanced near flat surfaces. A re-
meshing process can be implemented to adjust the mesh
size locally or globally. The main disadvantage of the
quality improving method is that the number of meshes
on a model can thus be increased tremendously. There-
fore, a mesh reduction process should be implemented
after mesh optimization.

Figure 7 depicts a flowchart of the quality improve-
ment algorithm using irregular meshes. It starts by com-
puting the maximum and minimum edge lengths dmax
and dmin respectively, of each position of the object from
the original model to use in the mesh subdivision, edge
collapse, and edge subdivision in the re-meshing process.
Mesh subdivision is employed first to reduce all mesh
sizes. Edge collapse is then employed to eliminate shorter
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Figure 7. Overall flowchart of the proposed quality improvement method using irregular meshes.

edges. The parameter dmin is used as a threshold for edge
collapse. Similarly, edge subdivision is employed to sub-
divide meshes with longer lengths. The parameter dmax
is used as a threshold for edge subdivision. The symbol
l denotes the iteration step. In each iteration step, both
the re-meshing process and the mesh smoothing process
are implemented in sequence. The remeshing process,
including mesh subdivision, edge collapse, edge subdi-
vision, and edge flip, is implemented iteratively mmax
times. Mesh subdivision is performed when l = 1 and
m < 2. Edge collapse and edge subdivision are combined
to keep the mesh size relatively large near regions with
a low density of vertices on the original model, while
keeping the mesh size relatively small near regions with a
high density of vertices on the original model. The mesh
smoothing process, including a silhouette consistency
term and a regulation term, is implemented iteratively
nmax times. Each vertex on the 3D mesh is upgraded
iteratively in accordance with the silhouette consistency
term and the regulation term. This process stops when
all vertices have been processed. It could be possible
to define a quality criterion, such as an error indicat-
ing the deviation of the points between two continuous
iterations, for terminating the iterative process automat-
ically. However, as there are three loops of iteration in
the proposed algorithm, it may require excessive CPU
time to evaluate a quality index in each iterative loop.
More importantly, it is difficult to determine same qual-
ity indices suitable for both simple and complex objects.
In this study, we investigate the effect of lmax, nmax and
mmax and suggest a better set of parameters for different
examples.

The maximum edge length dmax and the minimum
edge length dmin are determined in terms of the size and
the density of vertices on the original model. The diago-
nal lengthD of the bounding box on the original model is
computed first. Two lengths lmax and lmin are determined
to represent the maximum and minimum edge lengths
allowed, respectively, on the meshes. Here, lmax and lmin
are chosen as follows: lmax = 6%× D and lmin = 0.1% ×
D × F, where F denotes the ratio between dmax and dmin.
The bounding box of the original model is divided into
cell boxes, as shown in Fig. 8, where the cell length in
each axis is chosen as 2% of the length in that axis. The

Figure 8. Density of vertices on each cell box.
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number of vertices on each cell box is counted. A broken-
line chart can be plotted with the number of vertices in
a box as the horizontal axis and the number of boxes
counted in that number of vertices as the vertical axis.
The broken-line chart is divided into Nmax + 1 regions,
and dmax and dmin on each region are computed as fol-
lows. The maximum edge length dmax in the ith region is
determined as follows:

dmax = lmax − (lmax − lmin) · Ni

Nmax
(1)

whereNi denotes the index of each region. For example, if
Nmax is 4, thenNi should be 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. It is noted that
Ni starts from the region with a low density of vertices on
the boxes and ends at the region with a high density of
vertices on the boxes. A set of dmax and dminmust be eval-
uated at each i. Here, dmax is evaluated using Eq. (1) and
dmin is evaluated using dmin = dmax/F, where F is typi-
cally set to 5 ∼ 10. In Eq. (1), ifNi is nearNmax, then dmax
is close to lmin, which indicates that dmax should be kept
smaller for the region with a higher density of vertices. In
contrast, if Ni is near 0, then dmax is close to lmax, which
indicates that dmax should be kept larger for the region
with a lower density of vertices. With this approach, we
can adaptively determine the maximum dmax and mini-
mum dmin edge lengths in terms of the size and density
of vertices on the original model.

The re-meshing process includes four operators as
described below:

(1) Mesh subdivision (Fig. 9(a)): this operator subdi-
vides all faces of the model. It is performed first to
reduce all face sizes, where each face is subdivided
into four sub-faces. This process is stopped when all
faces are subdivided.

(2) Edge collapse (Fig. 9(b)): this operator collapses an
edge into a vertex. If the length of an edge is shorter
than dmin, this edge is diminished. Two faces neigh-
boring this edge can thus be deleted. The area
removed can be distributed to the faces that con-
nect to the new vertex. In this procedure, all edges
are checked one by one. An edge collapse is imple-
mented whenever an edge length is shorter than
dmin.

(3) Edge subdivision (Fig. 9(c)): this operator subdi-
vides faces locally. If any edge of a face is longer than
dmax, the corresponding edge is subdivided into two
edges by a vertex. Two faces neighboring this edge
can thus be subdivided into two faces. This operation
can be implemented locally because it does not give
rise to any topological problems. In this procedure,
all edges are checked one by one. An edge subdi-
vision is implemented whenever an edge length is
longer than dmax.

(4) Edge flip (Fig. 9(d)): this operator adjusts the reg-
ularity of the faces. The minimum angle of two
triangles neighboring the same edge is computed.
When this angle before edge flip is smaller than
that after edge flip, edge flip is implemented. Nar-
row triangles can thus be reduced after edge flip is
implemented.

In mesh smoothing, each vertex in 3D space is indi-
vidually checked to calculate its new position in terms of
a silhouette consistency term and a regulation term. Let
vi be the original position of a vertex in 3D space and v′

i
be its new position. The new position v′

i can be computed
as follows:

v′
i = vi + αFsil + βFint (2)

Figure 9. Four re-meshing operations: (a) mesh subdivision, (b) edge collapse, (c) edge subdivision, and (d) edge flip.
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Figure 10. The silhouette consistency term for the mesh smoothing process.

where Fsil denotes the silhouette consistency term, Fint
denotes the regulation term, and α and β are weights.
Here, Fsil essentially represents a displacement of the ver-
tex vi so that its projected vertex vip on a 2D image can
approach its image silhouette. Thus, Fsil can be repre-
sented as

Fsil = dsilN i (3)

Where N i is the surface normal at vi and dsil is the
amplitude of the silhouette consistency term. Here, N i is
evaluated using the average surface normal of the faces
neighboring vi. For a projected vertex vip located on the
projected boundary, the amplitude dsil of Fsil is evalu-
ated in accordance with Fig. 10, where Cproj indicates the
projected boundary, Csil indicates the image silhouette,
and N ip indicates the projected directional vector of N i.
The line L(vi,N ip) intersects the image silhouette Csil at a
point vis. Then, project vis back to the 3D space to inter-
sect the line L(vi,N i) at a point vie. The distance between
vi and vie represents the amplitude dsil. Note that the pro-
jection of a 3D vertex onto different images can yield
different projected vertices. If a projected vertex is located
on the projected boundary, dsil is evaluated. Multiple dsil
can be obtained if several projected vertices of a 3D vertex
are located on the projected boundaries. Their average is
used as the amplitude dsil for Fsil. A projected vertex that
is not located on the projected boundary does not need
to move to the silhouette boundary. However, to avoid a
sudden jump in displacement at the transition of these
two kinds of vertices, a displacement is assigned on each
of the non-boundary vertices. This can be done using a
progressive process, in which the amplitude dsil of each
non-boundary vertex is evaluated using the average dsil
of all its neighboring vertices.

The regulation term Fint essentially computes the dif-
ference vector from the vertex vi to the center of its

neighbors, and can be represented as

Fint =
∑

vj∈Mi
vj

|Mi| − vi, (4)

whereMi denotes a set of neighboring vertices of the ver-
tex vi. This expression has a strong vertical force to make
vertices coplanar and a strong lateral force to make ver-
tices uniformly distributed. In each iteration step (l) in
Figs. 2 and 3, the re-meshing process is performedmmax
times. In each re-meshing process, the mesh smoothing
process is performed nmax times. The weights α and β in
Eq. (2) are set to 0.1 and 1, respectively, in the current
algorithm. However, an improved algorithm with vari-
able α and β could be studied as the mesh size and dense
of the data could be varied during the iteration.

5. Examples and discussion

Several examples were employed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of quality improvement algorithms with irregular
meshes. The object was placed on a turntable and six-
teen images distributed uniformly around the object were
captured by a camera. The silhouette of each image was
extracted and expressed as silhouette points, in which
the distribution of the points is irregular in accordance
with the shape of the contour. The inputs were silhou-
ette points for all sixteen images, and camera parame-
ters associated with all images captured. The output was
the surface triangular model of the object. A compari-
son of the results using regular and irregular meshes for
different examples is presented.

Figure 11 shows the original images and the original
3D meshes constructed using the proposed mesh gen-
eration method for three examples, where the left and
right plots in each figure panel denote the original image
and the 3D meshes, respectively. Since the proposed 3D
modelingmethod is based on visual computation, wewill
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Figure 11. Original images and triangular meshes reconstructed: (a) shoe and (b) horse statue.

Figure 12. Quality improvement of meshes for two examples: (a) shoe and (b) horse statue.

focus on the accuracy of the outline appearance. Note
that artifacts appear as convex shapes on all three mod-
els, especially near the bottom and the concave regions of
eachmodel. Some of the artifacts are even large enough to
distort the outline shape, such as for the shoe (Fig. 11(a)).
In addition, all three models are obviously not smooth
because sharp edges and corners appear all over themod-
els. Note that the number of faces in all models was
less than 10,000, which will not induce any sluggishness
during data download and website operation.

The results of the quality improvement for the afore-
mentioned three models are shown in Fig. 12, where
the left and right plots in each figure panel depict reg-
ular meshes and irregular meshes, respectively, and the
parameters lmax, mmax, and nmax are respectively set to
1, 5, and 10. The results show that the outline shapes
of all three objects are preserved quite well with all vir-
tual features and artifacts completely removed. Table 1

lists the number of vertices and faces for the original
3D meshes, the modified meshes using irregular meshes,
and a comparison with those using regular meshes. The
number of vertices and faces increased tremendously
for regular meshes but had a lower increase for irregu-
lar meshes. Note that the number of vertices and faces
increased to 106,403 and 212,810, respectively, for the
case “Horse” with the algorithm of regularmeshes, which
is because this case has many sharp feature edges that
should be maintained. However, for the same case, the
number of vertices and faces required were only 25,869
and 51,742, respectively, with the algorithm of irregular
meshes. The data size of the model after quality improve-
ment may exceed the constraint required for web visu-
alization. A mesh simplification algorithm proposed by
Garland [4] could be employed to deal with this issue,
which can reduce the number of meshes, while preserv-
ing important topological and geometric characteristics
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Table 1. Triangular meshes obtained and CPU time required for three examples.

Initial 3D model Irregular meshes improvement Regular meshes improvement

Case Vertices Faces Vertices Faces CPU time (sec) Vertices Faces CPU time (sec)

Shoe 5,129 10,254 14,178 28,352 295 31,953 63,902 478
Cat doll 4,264 8,524 12,153 24,302 249 40,520 81,036 346
Horse 6,793 13,592 25,869 51,742 411 106,403 212,810 2,180

Figure 13. Comparison of shoe results: (a) original 3D meshes vs. improved model with regular meshes, (b) original 3D meshes vs.
improved model with irregular meshes, and (c) improved model with regular meshes vs. that with irregular meshes, unit in mm.

of the original model. Nevertheless, the algorithm of
irregular meshes is still better than that of regular meshes
as it employs less number of meshes to achieve simi-
lar smoothing result. The CPU time required for both
quality improvement algorithms is also indicated, with
shorter times for irregular meshes than regular meshes.
The primary reason is that mesh subdivision is imple-
mented on all meshes in the algorithm of regular meshes,
whereas it is implemented adaptively in the algorithm of
irregular meshes.

Figure 13 depicts the comparison of the original 3D
meshes, the modified meshes using regular meshes, and
the one using irregular meshes for the case “Shoe”, where
the size of the show is 132x300x130 mm. Artifacts are
notable on the original 3D meshes, especially near the
bottom and one side waist of the shoe, as shown by
the wireframe meshes in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), because
these regions are invisible on images. These artifacts
have completely been removed by both methods, as
shown in Fig. 13(a) for the improved model with regular
meshes, and Fig. 13(b) for the improved model with irre-
gular meshes. The maximum (MAX) errors between the
modifiedmodel and the original 3Dmeshes are 11.28 and
12.85 mm, respectively, for regular meshes and irregu-
lar meshes. This result indicates that both methods can
effectively reduce the effect of artifacts. Note that the
root-mean-square (RMS) error between the original 3D
meshes and the modified model was not provided in
Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) because this value has no mean-
ing in this case (the original 3D meshes have many vir-
tual features that do not actually exist on the object).

Figure 13(c) compares the improved 3D models using
regular and irregular meshes. The result shows that both
models are quite similar, with MAX and RMS errors
being 3.28 and 0.70 mm, respectively. However, as sev-
eral parameters in the smoothing process can be adjusted,
it could be possible to further study the smoothing pro-
cess to improve the accuracy of the algorithm of irregular
meshes. If so, the algorithm of irregular meshes would be
more feasible than the algorithm of regular meshes for
real applications.

6. Conclusion

A 3D model based on the SFS approach inherently pos-
sesses virtual features and artifacts. These not only affect
the smoothness of the model, but also distort the accu-
racy of the outline shape. Since both virtual features and
real object features appear simultaneously, conventional
mesh smoothing techniques cannot handle this problem.
The proposed quality improvement method in terms of
irregular meshes employs a re-meshing process and a
smoothing process to eliminate all virtual features and
artifacts while preserving the smoothness of themodel. It
can maintain an irregular distribution of mesh sizes with
a low density of meshes near flat regions and a high den-
sity of meshes near real object features. The results show
that all artifacts, sharp edges, and corners are completely
eliminated for all three cases, which is the most impor-
tant contribution of the proposed method. In addition,
the method of irregular meshes can yield fewer vertices
and faces on the model than that of regular meshes. The
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CPU time required for the method of irregular meshes is
alsomuch lower than that of regular meshes. However, as
the overall iteration procedure is very complex and sev-
eral parameters are used in the algorithm, further study
should be performed to improve the robustness of the
proposed quality improvement method.
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